Your business is becoming increasingly reliant on the robots you deliver to simplify and streamline mission-critical business processes.

UiPath Test Suite is the only RPA platform that enables continuous testing of your robots and the applications they rely on to uncover any underlying problems, allowing developers to proactively address issues before they impact the business.

What causes robot fragility?
Most software robots are automating activities that depend on underlying applications and run-time environments. While business processes are usually stable, applications are updated more frequently, many cloud applications change every day, sometimes every hour. Similarly, run-time environments are constantly updated with patches, upgrades and user-related updates.

Test as you build:
Continuous Test:
- CI/CD
  - Trigger
  - Execute Test Cases
- Proactive Maintenance
- Deliver faster:
  - Test initial workflows 5X faster with automated testing
- Build Reputation:
  - Improve trust from the business by delivering reliable robots
- Keep Robots Working:
  - Proactively maintain robots before issues impact users or production
- Accelerate Scaling:
  - Free up to 40% more time for your developers to build new automations with reduced maintenance

How does RPA Testing work in UiPath Test Suite?

1. Plan and design your robot requirements and test cases
2. Build your workflow and ensure all workflow paths are covered by automated test cases
3. Monitor your robot's health by continuously testing operational robots
4. Act before a robot breaks, by proactively maintaining robots before issues surface in production

Why choose UiPath for continuous RPA testing?

Spend more time scaling, less time maintaining Unleash Continuous Automation with UiPath Test Suite

Talk to an RPA Testing expert